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Abstract: Privacy protection is one of key challenges in cloud storage platform. The most popular cloud storage platforms provide
good storage services while the privacy information protection is rarely referred. A novel cloud storage architecture with privacy
protection is proposed. The privacy information is encrypted using symmetric encryption algorithm with encryption keys which are
generated from an encryption tree. And then the secret keys are encrypted using public key cryptosystem to send them to receivers.
Receivers are able to decrypt the privacy information correctly. However, the cloud storage provider and any illegal users cannot read
the privacy information. The analysis show that the proposed system protect privacy efficiently with no extra storage consumptions.
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1 Introduction
Cloud computing platform provides users with a
distributed, reliable, low cost, powerful computing power
and unlimited storage capacity of data, information, and
knowledge [1]. Human information technology is
promoted rapidly because of the ubiquitous availability
and service ability [2,3] caused by cloud computing. As a
basis and core technology of cloud computing, the cloud
storage has been received a widespread attention and
research [4]. Although cloud storage platform can
significantly reduce the costs of enterprises as well as
improve the efficiency of work, but when users upload
data to cloud storage platforms, information will be
completely exposed to the Cloud Service Provider(CSP).
Besides, it is possible that the privacy will be visited by
illegal users. As a result, the problem of privacy
protection in cloud storage platform has received a lot of
concerns from users [5].
Data encryption is a classic technique to protect
privacy in cloud storage. Data is encrypted before users
upload it to the CSP. Though the encryption is able to
protect privacy, the management of keys is rather
∗ Corresponding

inconvenient. For example, when users need to share
some information to others (such as collaborators), the
key must be sent first. As a consequence, the other
information which is not shared will be under the risk of
exposure as well. In addition, the key distribution is a
great challenge in such a system. Goyal, Bethencourt [6,
7] propose a method named ABE encryption scheme,
where the decryption rule is hidden in the encryption
algorithm. The key distribution in cipher-text access
control is not necessary here. However, this method
requires owners encrypt the private information for many
times, which leads to low encryption efficiency [8,9].
Mao presents a cloud storage privacy protection scheme
with a third party acting as a trusted server [10]. The
trusted server is acted as a communication medium
between users and the cloud storage server. Users must
apply for authorization to the trusted server to get the
store permissions before they need to store data. After
being authenticated, the third trusted server sends the
same storage authentication codes that corresponds to a
file to the cloud server. Users use the authentication code
as a storage access credentials and then store data to the
cloud server. In this structure, users and cloud storage
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server frequently interact with the trusted server. And, the
data access right in CSP is under the control of the trusted
server. Both of these two features reduce the efficiency of
data interaction.
The privacy protection in cloud storage platform is
under research in this paper. Using a key derivation tree
technology and a third-party certification, a cloud storage
architecture is proposed to protect users privacy.
Information owner randomly generates a root key and key
sequences based on a key derivation tree. The privacy is
encrypted using key sequences before uploading to CSP.
It is obvious that CSP cannot read owner’s private data.
On the other hand, if data owner wants to share some
information with another user while the others cannot
obtain it, the owner encrypt the encryption keys using the
target users public key which is extracting from the target
users certificate. Since the target user is the only one who
knows the private key, he is also the only one who can
decrypt the encryption keys. There is only one
conversation between the owner and authentication
platform without changing the structure of CSP. The
burden of CSP is not increased and extra services from
CSP are not necessary. Because of different information
blocks are encrypted with different keys, the proposed
technique prevent users privacy from CSP and illegal
users effectively and securely.

2 Framework Of Cloud Storage Platform
With Privacy Protection
2.1 Google File System
Google File System (GFS), which is used in the Google’s
cloud computing platform, is a system with master-slave
(Master/Slave) structure. GFS can provide a large number
of clients with high performance of services since it is a
large-scale, data-intensive and scalable distributed File
systems. A GFS cluster consists of a directory server
(Master) and a large number of servers (i.e. chunk
servers). The directory server locates the resources of the
whole structure. While the chunk server is responsible for
storing data [11]. If a client needs to read or write some
data, the data source name and chunk index must be sent
to the master, and then the master sends the
corresponding chunk information to the client. At last, the
client reads or writes data from chunk servers according
to the chunk information from the master.

2.2 Key Derivation Tree
A GFS file is divided into fixed-length blocks. Every
block is uniquely labeled as a chunk-handle and
duplicated to several chunk servers. In order to ensure the
data privacy, every block must be encrypted. Data is
divided into blocks in the local before it is encrypted. And
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Fig. 1: A Key Tree

then it will be uploaded or updated to the CSP by data
owners. To improve security, different keys are used for
different blocks in the proposed system. It is clear that the
key generation and management is rather complicated. To
overcome this problem, we design a key derivation tree to
generate encryption keys based on the method proposed
in literature [12]. Using two derived algorithms FL and
FR , one key is able to generate two sub-keys, which are
called the left child key and right child key respectively.
By repeating this process, a complete binary tree is
produced. The node in the ith layer the jth one is denoted
as ki, j , which is used as an encryption key in the proposed
system. Keys are generated as shown in eq.(1) and
demonstrated in figure (1).
ki+1,2∗ j−1 = FL (ki, j )
ki+1,2∗ j = FR (ki, j )

(1)

In the proposed system, users need to keep the root
key k0,1 , generation algorithms FL and FR in secret. All the
other keys are generated efficiently and conveniently with
little information preserved.

2.3 privacy data accessing and sharing
The owner divides privacy data M into n blocks
M = {M1 , · · · , Mn } and randomly picks the root key k0,1
at first. And then two key generation functions FL and FR
are designed. According to the value of n, a key tree with
d + 1 depth is generated. Key nodes are calculated as
shown in equation (2).
k0,1 = Random(T )
FL (ki, j ) = H1 (ki, j )
FR (ki, j ) = H2 (ki, j ), i = 1, 2, ..., d
d = ⌈logn2 ⌉

(2)

Where ⌈x⌉ is the minimum integer greater than x. T is
a random number seed driven by time or other
disturbance factors. H1 and H2 are the two key derivation
functions. For the security considerations, one-way hash
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functions should be used to calculate left and right child
nodes. This process makes sure that it is easy to estimate
left and right children nodes from parent node while it’s
impossible to deduce the parent from children nodes. At
the same time, two different hash functions, such as
SHA-2 and MD5, should be used to reduce the security
threat by cipher-text leaking. The generation functions are
shown in equation (3).

FL (ki, j ) = SHA(ki, j )
, i = 1, 2, ..., d
(3)
FR (ki, j ) = MD5(ki, j )
A key tree is generated by repeating the above
computing process until the number of leaf nodes of the
generation tree is greater than or equal to the block
number n. The keys used in the proposed system is shown
in figure (2). The encryption keys are composed of leaf
nodes: K = {k1 , . . . , kn } = {kd,1 , . . . , kd,n }. Though there
are lots of keys used in the encryption process, the owner
only needs to preserve the root key k0,1 and the key tree
generation algorithms FL and FR in practice. After
generating the encryption keys, every block Mi is able to
be transformed to cipher-text Ci using an encryption
function F. The encryption function F must have
advantages of both security and efficiency. As a matter of
fact, the symmetric encryption system, Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), is an appropriate encryption
algorithm to meet these two demands. The encryption
process is shown in equation (4)
Ci = F(ki , Mi ), i = 1, 2, ..., n

Chunk
server Ă
1

(4)

Encrypted blocks C = {C1 ,C2 , · · · ,Cn } are stored on
chunk servers by uploading from the owner. The overall
framework is illustrated in figure (3). And the
communication is summarized as follows: the owner
sends a storage request to the master first. And then, the
master communicates with chunk servers to determine the
available servers and return the information of available
servers to the owner. According to the information from
the CSP, the owner uploads the encrypted privacy data to
chunk servers and finally, chunk servers send storage
information to the owner and master.

It is easy to share privacy to specified objects.
Assuming that the owner wants to send blocks
M = {M1 , · · · , Mn } to another users (target users) along
with the decryption keys, in addition to block position
information. Meanwhile the privacy must be kept away
from being obtained by any other illegal users (including
CSP). The owner gets the target users public key from a
third party certification platform. And then, the
encryption keys of privacy are encrypted using target
users public key and the encrypted keys are sent to the
target user. Since the target user is the only one who has
the private key to decrypt encryption keys, the encryption
keys are transformed safely. The framework is
represented graphically in figure 4 and the
communication process is summarized as follows:
(1) The owner sends (filename, chunk handle) to the
master to request accessing file filename
(2) The master communicates with chunk servers to
confirm the location of files and available chunk
servers;
(3) The master returns (Chunk handle, Chunk location)
to tell the locations of available chunk servers to the
owner.
(4) The owner requests the target user’s certificate from a
key management center (KMC) to get the user’s public
key.
(5) KMC encrypts the target user’s public key kup using
his own private and sends it to the Owner;
(6) The owner decrypts the information from the KMC
using KMC’s public key to get the target user’s publick
kup , and then the owner encrypts the encryption keys
K = {k1 , · · · , kn } and (Chunk handleChunk location)
and sends the encrypted data to the target user.
(7) The target user decrypts the encrypted data to get
encryption keys K = {k1 , · · · , kn } and (Chunk handle,
Chunk location). Then the target user needs to
communicate to the corresponding chunk servers for
accessing data C = {C1 , · · · ,Cn }
(8) Chunk servers send data C = {C1 , · · · ,Cn } to the target
user.
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Fig. 4: privacy sharing process

(9) The target user decrypts C = {C1 , · · · ,Cn } using
encryption keys to recover the data blocks
M = {M1 , · · · , Mn } : Mi = AES−1 (Ki ,Ci ).

3 Security Analysis
The critical factors in the proposed privacy protection
system in cloud storage platform are the content security
and the key security, i.e. whether the CSP or illegal users
are able to get the privacy, or the encryption keys are
leaked.
(1) The CSP is unable to read the privacy. Though the
CSP storages the owner’s privacy, the privacy is
impossible to be leaked to the CSP since the privacy is
encrypted with AES, which is a secure symmetric
encryption algorithm proved by top scientists all over
the world and the encryption efficiency is much
higher than public key cryptosystems. So the privacy
is guaranteed against CSP. In addition, because of the
abundance of keys produced by the key generation
tree, the encryption key is varied for different blocks.
The encryption system is an approximate one-time
pad system which is proved to be an ideal safe system
by Shannon.
(2) The privacy is impossible to be exposed to illegal
users. Supposing there are s chunk servers and the
owner‘s privacy is divided into n blocks, the
probability of all blocks are preserved in the same
chunk server is 1/sn−1. If there are q users and every
user store k blocks in the CSP, the possibility of illegal
users get the specified owners blocks is
n
1/sn−1 × Cm,k+n
[9]. Apparently, it is impossible for
illegal users to get all blocks of the owner’s in one
chunk server. On the other hand, even if illegal users
get some of blocks, the privacy will not be leaked
since every block is encrypted by a secure encryption
algorithm (i.e. AES) with an unique key.
(3) The encryption keys are secure. When the owner
requests for the target user’s public key, the request is
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encrypted using KMC’s public key. The KMC is the
only one who owns the private key to decrypt the
request. After that, the KMC encrypts the target users
public key using his own private key and sends the
public key to the owner. The owner decrypts it using
the KMCs public key. The transformation process
ensures that the owner gets the target user’s public key
correctly. The owner encrypts the encryption keys
using the target user’s public key. Since the
corresponding private key is kept by the target user,
the target user is the only one who can decrypt. On the
contrary, anyone else is unable to get the encryption
keys. As a result, the target user obtains the
encryption keys, block names and chunk indexes
successfully. That the data transformed among the
owner, KMC and target user is encrypted is a
guarantee that the data is safe.
(4) The key management is efficient. Since encryption
keys are shared to the target user, it is a big issue
whether the target user is able to estimate the other
keys, i.e. if the target user deduces the other keys in
key generation system based on the shared keys, the
proposed system is absolutely not reliable. Though
the target user gets some of keys, the generation
functions fL , fR are kept in secret. As a consequence,
the target user is unable to estimate children keys.
Because of the one-way and collision-resistant
characteristics of hash functions, anyone is impossible
to measure the parent key even if he knows children
keys. In a word, the target user cannot obtain other
keys from the shared keys. By the way, though there
are lots of keys needed in the proposed system, the
owner only needs to storage one root key and two
generation functions. All children keys are not
necessary to be preserved in owner’s hard disks or
other devices.

4 Conclusion
A private protection scheme integrating multiple key
generation technique, symmetric encryption scheme and
public key cryptosystem in cloud storage platform is
proposed. The multiple key generation technique is used
to generate encryption keys and privacy is encrypted
using a symmetric encryption scheme. The encryption
keys and location of shared data are encrypted utilizing
public key cryptosystem before sending to the target user.
A KMC acts as a key transformation agency to correctly
provide real keys to the owner. There is only one
conversation between the owner and KMC, in addition, it
is not necessary to assume secure channels. The time cost
is definitely reduced. Security analysis shows the
proposed scheme is able to protect clients’ privacy and
share the specified information to other users without
leaking and extra communication burden.
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